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About This Game

Inspired by Terry Cavanagh's Super Hexagon, Twixel has you playing as two independent pixels trying to get as far as possible.
Crazily hard and addictive, see how long you can last!

Key Features:

• Ability to control two independent pixels that must avoid all the obstacles coming at them.
• Symmetrical and asymmetrical obstacles pushes players to think on their toes and predict what may be coming.

• Choose between 2D and 3D graphics.
• 3 difficulty levels, 3 Hyper ones and 1 extreme level with over 100 obstacles to avoid. The longer you play, the better you’ll

become.
• Levels bounce to the tune of the music, which is done by the fantastic Robin Ogden.

• Ability to share your scores via Facebook or Twitter, with leaderboards coming later in update.
• Controller support (in all game except for if you post to Twitter or Facebook)

• Achievements to be earned throughout all game
• Trading Cards
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Title: Twixel
Genre: Action
Developer:
Caesoose Studios
Publisher:
Self Published
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3 2.0GHZ+ or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: -

Additional Notes: Twixel runs on a $40 android tablet. If it can run on that, it can run on your PC.
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This game has a learning curve so possibly that\'s why for the negative review. Once you get a hold of it then it\'s a fun game. So
much better than Airport Madness.. Just for fans of noir and old school point and click adventures.

Noir style and atmosphere+
Screenplay+
Gameplay -
Plot+-
Characters+-
Voice acting-

. Utterly boring, it is going to take you in a one way train to boredom. I have 12 GB of RAM memory, and it still takes 5~10
seconds to change tabs in the menu, there is not even a map opened. It tries to make you listen to minutes and minutes of boring
cheap chat. Do not recommend.. Great game! Glad to see that someone else realized it, too!. This is realy a funny little game
with a nice deepth. After overcomming the first hardships of food supply you will have a vast world to explore. Trading,
hatching lifestock, plant growing.. Everyting for our pleasure.

And the best thing: The defs ask us for oppinions and act very quick. Sankyu defs for the pleasure yu brought us :Cinamon:. A
cute, story-driven puzzle game designed for an all-ages audience. The puzzles themselves are logical and fairly straightforward,
rewarding the player with cute animations and scenes from a light romance and mystery story that, while not Shakespeare, are
still amusing to watch.

It is short, and it's no Incredible Machine-- if you're looking for something really challenging or based on Rube Goldberg
contraptions, you won't find it here. If you want something that will tickle your brain rather than tease it mercilessly, give this
one some consideration.
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GNOG is a really, really, good game. Especially when played with VR.. Having bought Cities: Skylines after After Dark's
release, I didn't realize how much of this content wasn't part of the base game: My coastal city industrial economy depends on
the use of the Cargo Hub to keep traffic off the roads, the day\/night cycle is a core part of the amazing vistas I admire while
playing, and the plethora of leisure and tourism related buildings and features are a core part of all my cities.

Looking at its features directly, it is maybe not the most exciting DLC (it certainly would've been underwhelming as a first
expansion), but as someone who bought at a later time, I can appreciate the core features this DLC brings to the game.. This
game is not DD (darkest doungeon) tho it does come close. so for all those people saying "if you like DD u might like this" no
stfu if u like this u might like that♥♥♥♥♥♥RNG game. this game takes skill is like ♥♥♥♥ing birds eye veiw
skyrim♥♥♥♥♥on a turn based level. this game will make you ♥♥♥♥ing cringe and scream out "why tf am i playing this" then
youll continue and play it some god damn more cause you know you had some damn fun. Im telling you rn make a new game
play on normal difficulty (hardest one) and iron man mode. IF U DONT HAVE IRON MAN ON ITS LIKE PLAYING X-
COM WITH NO IRON MAN. WHATS THE POINT?? youll be clearing some levels and be like wow this is easy i have a sick
plan i cant lose! NEXT THING U KNOW U GOT ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ AMBUSHED AND ITS ACTUALLY A CHALLANGE.
telling yall str8 up good game if u got some ♥♥♥♥ing balls. I was really dissapointed with this one. Was the first Horror style
based VR game, and it was hyped up to be really scary. But the whole thing had me dissapointed, should have been something
saying to lay down with your head supported for a better experience.. This game is way too overpriced for what it is.
I did not like this game very much, the graphics aren't good, gameplay is repetitive.
If you are a hardcore worms fan, you can buy it, but I wouldn't recommend it to anyone else.

Thank you for reading & feel free to check out my other reviews.. I'm a fan of the Sherlock Holmes games, but this one let me
down on more than one occasion.

- You can see the plot twists coming from a mile away.
- Paradoxally, some of the puzzles are so remote and hard to figure out you can't possibly do it without the included guide.
- The voice acting is awful through and through. More than usual. Very disappointing in a game that relies so much on
dialogues.
- The soundtrack is very limited, and apparently almost entirely made out of classical music. That's okay, but it's still limited.
- The mise en scene/cutscene direction is laughably bad in more than one occasion. Also more so than usual in this series.

Only redeeming value is the recreation of a few iconic London landmarks in lovely detail.. This is an enjoyable little game with
a novle concept

playing as the archer is fun, but i wish that the camera was zoomed above his head

and the animations arent all that good but im sure they should get better over time

not many people seen this game... yet, otherwise i couldnt find any servers with people playing

besides all of that, this game is fun, its in early access, needs work, but I see's potential in's it's

. 10 spaceships / 10. Ark is one of my favorite game, and i have been looking forward to this since it was announced.

The game does have good aspects but it also have some really negative ones too

Pros
You get to be in a VR world with dinosaurs
You get to hatch and grow said dinosaurs
It is a fun first time experience

Cons
Really short game, i have done almost everything you can do in this game and after that it just isnt that fun anymore.
There is no one in multiplayer
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The trailers make the game look alot cooler than it actually is
It is not worth $40, Wait for a sale
Do not buy the tek edition, i dont even have it but i can already tell it is not worth it

If the game is updated with new things in the future and more replayability is added i will consider playing this game more.
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